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ABSTRACT:
In recent decades, the role of nursing in triage and screening of patients in emergency services, both in
prehospital environment and especially in hospitals, is essential and indisputable. In order to analyze
the triage carried out by nursing to detect patients with acute stroke, and if necessary improve it, a
retrospective study was carried out of the cardinal presentations of stroke, the scale of the National
Institute of Health of the United States, and the modified Rankin scale, applied in the nursing triage set
at the Salamanca University Hospital, during the period between 2016 and 2019, both inclusive. The
total number of clinical records analyzed was 1572. The analysis is focused on the reliability, evaluated
by nursing, of the cardinal presentations of acute stroke, and of the two scales, compared to the
traditional rapid algorithms for stroke detection, in particular the FAST method, and the Cincinnati scale.
Our study shows that there are several clinical presentations that escape the rapid scales, so it is
essential to expand the triage methods of acute stroke carried out by nursing, in order to avoid delays in
detection and definitive treatment (time-dependent disease). Thus, the expanded identification of
cardinal presentations, together with the use of more detailed scales applied by trained nurses, appear
to be very useful tools for the detection of acute stroke.
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RESUMEN:
En las ultimas décadas, el papel de la enfermería en el triaje y cribado de pacientes en los servicios de
urgencias y emergencias, tanto en el entorno prehospitalario como sobre todo en los hospitales, es
esencial e indiscutible. Con el objetivo de analizar el triaje realizado por enfermería para detectar los
pacientes con ictus agudo, y llegado el caso mejorarlo, se ha realizado un estudio retrospectivo de las
presentaciones cardinales del ictus, la escala del Instituto Nacional de la Salud de Estados Unidos, y la
escala modificada de Rankin, aplicadas en el set del triaje por enfermería en el Hospital Universitario
de Salamanca, durante el período comprendido entre los años 2016 y 2019, ambos inclusive. El total
de historias clínicas analizadas ha sido de 1572. El análisis está centrado en la fiabilidad, evaluado por
enfermería, de la presentación cardinal del ictus agudo, y de las dos escalas, frente a los algoritmos
tradicionales rápidos de detección del ictus, en particular el método FAST, y la escala de Cincinnati.
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Nuestro estudio demuestra que son varias las presentaciones clínicas que escapan a las escalas
rápidas, por lo que es esencial ampliar los métodos de triaje del ictus agudo realizados por enfermería,
con el fin de evitar retardos en la detección y el tratamiento definitivo (enfermedad tiempodependiente). Así pues, la identificación ampliada de las presentaciónes cardinales, junto con el uso de
escalas más detalladas aplicadas por enfermería entrenada, se muestran como herramientas muy
útiles de detección del ictus agudo.
Palabras clave: Ictus, triaje, presentación cardinal, enfermería.

INTRODUCTION
Triage is the first contact of the patient, the family, and the caregivers, with the health
professional, both at the pre-hospital and hospital levels(1). Triage methods are rapid
scales and protocols intended to classify and prioritize patients in need of urgent care.
Morbidity and mortality can be prevented if patients are quickly classified and treated
efficiently, since many deaths occur within the first hours of admission(2). With a
precise triage system, carried out by trained people, and with adequate algorithms, the
incidence of adverse events decreases significantly, especially in time-dependent
diseases. If the triage is well carried out by appropriate health professionals, it is a key
tool in the classification and prioritization of emergency treatment in the hospital
setting, as well as in the criteria for pre-hospital and inter-hospital emergency
transport(3,4).
In most hospital triage areas, the nurse is the first clinically trained health professional
who will assess the clinical situation of patients. He must detect the most important
clinical data, and decide if the patient should be treated immediately, or if the
pathology is not dangerous to life, and can wait a reasonable time. Therefore, its main
objective is that patients can be, as soon as possible, selected, classified, treated, or
discharged in a timely manner(4-6).
Considered as blue codes, time-dependent pathologies, such as acute stroke, acute
coronary syndrome, or severe trauma, cannot be delayed under any circumstances,
and must be discovered immediately through correct triage. Acute stroke is a serious,
life-threatening clinical emergency condition that requires immediate detection and
treatment (the faster treatment is received, the less harm and injury the patient
suffers). Patients with acute stroke are therefore usually evaluated for the first time in
hospitals, by nurses responsible for the triage area. Different studies have clearly
demonstrated the effectiveness of triage protocols for this pathology in reducing the
time from the patient entering the hospital to the final specific treatment (7,8).
For many years now, different methods have been used to correctly triage stroke, both
at the pre-hospital and hospital level. The FAST (Face/Arm/Speech/Time) and
FASTER (Face/Arm/Stability/Eyes/React) methods and the Cincinnati scale (Facial
droop/Arm drift/Speech) are three of the most common. However, these simple
methods may be totally insufficient in a nursing triage area (9-12) with a potential risk of
error and delay in diagnosis, when the cardinal presentation is not so typical to be
framed in these methods.
Based on the above, the objective of the present study is to carry out a retrospective
analysis of the cardinal presentations of acute stroke detected in the hospital triage
area by the nursing professional, together with the immediate application of the
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NIHSS(13) (National Institute of Health Stroke Scale) and MRS(14) (Modified Rankin
Scale) scales, at the University Hospital of Salamanca, during the period between
2016 and 2019.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
In this study we have analyzed a total of 2080 medical records of patients with
confirmed acute stroke. The patients correspond to the area of influence of the
Salamanca University Hospital (including the 112 Emergency Service), during the
period from 2016 to 2019, both inclusive. The information of the patients was obtained
from the medical records under the strict control and supervision of the Documentation
Service of the University Hospital of Salamanca. Data management was carried out
under the rules of the Ethics Committee for the use of the information collected in the
patients' medical records.
Three groups of data were analyzed: the cardinal presentations, and the NIHSS and
MRS scales. Some clinical records did not contain all the data under study or were not
clearly specified. When it affected two of them, they were discarded. Most of the time
they were due to the absence of the NIHSS score along with the MRS. Thus, the final
number of stories analyzed in the four years was 1572 (2016: 375. 2017: 371. 2018:
421. 2019: 405.)
Table 1: Cardinal presentations

The cardinal presentations were divided into ten different groups, in order to have an
easy to apply, but expanded method of detecting possible presentations, both typical
and less frequent, as shown in Table 1.
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The NIHSS scale was always performed after rapid triage of cardinal presentations,
during the period in the emergency department prior to computed tomography. NIHSS
includes different items, as specified in Table 2. Each item is scored from 0 to 2, 0 to
3, or 0 to 4 points. The total score ranges from 0 to 42 (the higher the score, the more
severe the stroke). The original NIHSS(13) scale (Table 2) has been applied to our
study, as it is the most widely used, although there are several versions available
(NIHSS with 5, 8 and 11 items).
Table 2: NIHSS Scale

MRS(14) is a 6-point disability scale with possible scores ranging from 0 to 5. Typically, a
separate category is added for patients who die (6). Although there are different versions of
the Rankin scale, for our study we have used the most widely used modified version in
emergency departments and neurology (Table 3).
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Table 3: MRS Scale

RESULTS
In the distribution by gender, we found a slight predominance of male patients (871),
compared to female (701), which represents 55.40%, compared to 44.60%. A total of
70 patients were in the group under 50 years of age. The group with the highest
number was that of 50 to 80 years with a total of 908, with 594 patients being within
the group of more than 80 years. In percentage they represent 4.46%, 57.76% and
37.78% respectively.
Analyzing the cardinal presentations (Image 1), the clinical data with the highest
expression were language disorders with a total of 285 patients (18.13%). The way of
describing them by relatives and caregivers was very diverse, including expressions
such as "He does not speak", "It is difficult for him to speak", "He is not understood",
and "He speaks strangely".
In the ataxia group all gait disturbances / difficulties were included, as well as falls,
both at home and on public roads. A total of 240 patients (15.26%) presented this
cardinal presentation.
Paresis (231, 14.69%) and plejia (189, 12.02%), ranked fourth and fifth respectively.
They were referred to as "Difficulty moving a limb", "Weakness of a limb", "Not moving
a limb", etc.
Facial asymmetry, accounted for a total of 139 cases (8.84%). Referred to in a very
typical way with expressions such as "His mouth has been twisted" or "One side of his
mouth has fallen off".
Behavioral alteration was the cardinal presentation in 7.44% of all cases, assuming
117 patients in absolute numbers. It should be noted that although in some cases the
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behavior modification was evident, in others it was subtle changes, often habit
changes, sudden changes in character, even mood effects.
Image 1: Cardinal presentations (Results)

Headache, be it holocranial, hemicranial or regional, stood out as the onset in 56
cases (3.56%). It was observed in several cases, after imaging diagnosis, that the
location of the pain referred by the patient had a clear relationship with the affected
vascular territory. The least frequent cardinal presentation detected in this study was
ocular alterations with a total of 31 cases (1.97%). The most frequent clinical finding in
this group was diplopia.
Finally, in some histories the onset symptoms were not clearly defined, or presented
other forms, corresponding more to other underlying pathologies or epiphenomena,
than to clinical data related to stroke.
Considering the NIHSS scale, the most important number of patients was in the range
between 12-15 points, with a total of 474 cases (30.15%), closely followed by the
range between 16-20 points, with a total of 435 patients (27.67%).
87 patients (24.62%) were located in the group between 7 and 11 points, while 186
(11.83) were located in the area with the highest score, above 20 points. With less
than 7 points, a total of 36 patients (2.29%) and the group of histories in which the
NIHSS were not explicitly recorded at the beginning of the image (64, 4.07%).
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Image 2: NIHSS Scale (Results)

Finally, analyzing the MRS, the most important group of patients presented 0 points,
being a total of 808 (51.40%), which indicates that their previous baseline status
allowed them to be valid for all possible activities of daily life.
Image 3: MRS Scale (Results)

The next two groups with the highest number of patients were those with a score of 1
(379, 24.11%) or 2 points (11.13%). 157 patients (9.99%) had a total of 3 points at the
time of stroke diagnosis and 38 patients (2417%) added 4 points.
It should be noted that there were no cases of patients with 5 or 6 points, which is
totally logical given that it would mean a previous maximum disability (5 points) or a
previous death (6 points) and that in 15 patients (0.95%), MRS was not indicated.
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DISCUSSION
Classification and triage by nurses and other health professionals, both at the
prehospital and hospital level, is a complicated method/technique, as it is sometimes
performed in a difficult and adverse environment. The emergency services are often
overwhelmed by the huge number of patients demanding clinical care as quickly as
possible. In response to these special conditions, many studies have demonstrated
the efficiency of the nursing triage process. Nursing triage is an effective intervention
to detect life-threatening diseases, especially time-dependent ones. In a triage
environment, nurses must manage appropriate algorithms/scales to detect these
dangerous states of patients(15-19).
Acute stroke is the second leading cause of death worldwide and one of the leading
causes of disability, with an increasing incidence in developed countries. Ischemic
stroke caused by arterial occlusion is responsible for most cerebrovascular accidents
(more than 70%). Since it is a time-dependent situation, the correct management must
include a rapid and precise triage and diagnosis, to achieve, if necessary, reperfusion
of the ischemic brain area with intravenous thrombolysis and / or endovascular
thrombectomy(20).
Simple traditional stroke triage methods are useful tools to easily detect acute stroke
(very few item scales). They include the FAST and FASTER algorithms, and some
scales such as the Cincinnati scale. They are widely used especially by pre-hospital
emergency services, as they are easy and quick to learn or perform and have a good
ability to identify potential stroke patients. However, it only evaluates the presence of
some symptoms (facial paralysis, upper limb weakness and speech disturbances), but
does not evaluate other less frequent cardinal presentations, and the severity of the
stroke(21). Therefore, the use of scales and methods with greater sensitivity in the
detection of patients with acute stroke in triage sets becomes essential.
The NIHSS scale is a systematic evaluation tool, valid for detecting acute stroke,
measuring its severity, guiding the appropriate treatment, and predicting the
patient's outcome(13). Furthermore, it provides a common language for the
exchange of information among healthcare professionals. The NIHSS scale is
quick and easy to administer by trained professionals (5-7 minutes) and requires
minimal equipment. There are much more complex methods to handle large
volumes of different clinical data, but they are not suitable for use in triage
emergency services due to their complexity(22,23) being reserved more for intensive
care units.
The MRS scale is frequently used in acute strokes to detect the patient's previous
state and the later state at the time of leaving the hospital, but also to select which
patients should or should not be treated. It is a coded scale from 0 (no symptoms) to 5
(severe disability) and 6 (death). The MRS scale in stroke/triage trials can divide
patients into two groups: Scores from 0 to 2/3 are positive for specific treatments such
as endovascular (if they meet the rest of the requirements). However, the rest of the
scores (>3) are defined as negative for this type of treatment. A limitation of this scale
has been the subjective determination between categories and the reproducibility of
the score by examiners and patients.
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As observed in our study through the analysis of cardinal presentation, there are
multiple forms of presentation of acute stroke. Several of them, the most frequent,
would be easily framed and detectable, using the traditional FAST/FASTER methods
and the Cincinnati scale, but other presentations clearly escape these rules.
Presentations such as decreased level of consciousness (15.84%), behavioral
disturbances (7.40%), headache (3.56%), and ocular disturbances (1.90%) are not
considered in them and represent a total of 27% of the presentations. If they are
considered, it may be that they delay the diagnosis, escaping the initial detection in a
triage room, with the serious consequences that this can have.
In other words, more than 25% of strokes may go undetected in the triage room if
simple and excessively rapid triage scales are followed. Therefore, the use of
extended cardinal presentation triage schemes should be an essential tool, as shown
in Table 1. In this sense, the use of more complete scales such us NIHSS by trained
nurses becomes essential. Along with this, as an essential complement to rapid
screening for immediate treatment, the application of the MRS scale should be
required in the triage area as a key tool for the selection of patients who should
receive immediate treatment and which should not.
Thus, the experience and skills of nursing professionals(24-27), the combination of a
selective search for cardinal presentations with a selected group of symptoms,
together with the NIHSS and MRS scales, constitute useful tools for screening and the
correct diagnosis of acute stroke. The key role of nursing professionals becomes
fundamental in the present and in the immediate future of hospital triage, and must be
considered in all emergency services.

CONCLUSIONS
In the light of our results, the specific role that nursing plays in the triage room in
general, and in the detection of time-dependent diseases, with special mention of
acute stroke, is crucial. Given that more than 25% of acute stroke presentations are
not typical, the nursing professionals should reinforce their specific training in the
extended triage scales and less frequent presentations of this time-dependent
disease.
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